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Background
Urban Mitigation Solutions

ØCity-scale reforms in transportation, building design 
and urban form have substantial potential for 
reducing energy demand and achieving sustainability 
co-benefits.

ØThe key questions are:what works,for whom,under 
what conditions,and why? 

ØWith no consistent epistemology, enormous variety in 
boundaries of analysis and a lack of formal research 
synthesis, urban mitigation solutions remain poorly 
understood.



Background
The Description of Case Studies 

Advantage:

ØA complementary strand of urban 

literature can be found in case studies: on 

individual city-scale reforms, as well as 

comparative studies across multiple 

urban settings.

Ø Revealing the contextual and 

contingent nature of urban policy-making. 

Disadvantage:

ØThey remain under-represented in the scope 

of assessment literature on cities. 

ØA lack of rigorous literature selection 

procedures in assessments means that 

potentially relevant cases remain over-looked . 

ØThe potential for coordination and mutual 

learning across epistemic communities has 

been neglected.



Background

Systematic learning

ØSystematic learning hinges on aggregating information about 
individual cities.

ØRecent work uses 'big data' and typologies to identify structural 
similarities and path dependencies of development.

ØGroups of similar cities might draw from the same pool of 
solutions,or learn from early pioneers in climate policy.

ØTo make this strategy actionable,it will be critical to complement 
quantitative typologies with an understanding of underlying 
political and social conditions.



Background

 Research 
Target

Research 
Method

Scientific 
Questions

Research
Significance

Case Studies

literature mapping 
approach

Which cities do we 
know about? 

What topics do we 
know about?

What comparative 
and secondary 

analysis is there of 
cases?

how can 
generalizable 
knowledge be 

derived from urban 
cases?

addressing these 
qusetions

identifying a large and 
varied case literature

discussing the different 
opportunities they 

present for learning

arguing for more 
ambition in comparative 

studies, the need for 
systematic reviews of 

cases
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Methods
Literature scoping

Ø As of October 2018 this search returned 15,027 

documents.

Ø Their results are not fully comprehensive, since 

further databases are available (for example, 

Google Scholar) and relevant non-English 

language articles may exist. 

Ø More in-depth studies, for example, systematic 

maps on specific topics or cities,could consider 

additional databases and non-peer reviewed 

sources.



Methods

Identifying cases

Ø To identify urban case studies we searched the abstracts of 

the 15,027 documents for city names.

Ø Used the Geonames database of geographic locations.

Ø Of the studies in the document set, 4,051 refer to a city in 

the abstract or title and 5565 case studies that mention 

names of multiple cities.

Ø Excluded conference proceedings, and the text ‘Paris 

Agreement’ and ‘Kyoto Protocol’ from abstracts.



Methods

Topic modelling

Ø Using the sklearn library in Python to process and produce a topic model 

from the 4,051 studies mentioning a city in the abstract.

Ø Important and subjective choices in the analysis are the number of topics to 

specify and the names given to the resulting topics. 

Ø To analyse the prominence of topics within groups of papers , they sum their 

topic scores, selecting the top three for simplicity. 

Ø To count publications on given topics, they assign a document-topic score 

threshold of 0.02.



Future-looking case studies and Systematic reviews

Future-looking case studies:

ØTo identify case studies with a future-looking 

orientation,we manually search for the following 

keywords within abstracts: ‘scenario’ OR ‘2020’ 

OR ‘2025’ OR ‘2030’ OR ‘2040’ OR ‘2045’ OR 

‘2050’.

ØA random selection and screening of these 

documents showed they were broadly in line 

with our expectations

Systematic reviews:

ØTo identify systematic reviews of the case study 

literature we manually search the original document 

set(10527 studies) for the following keywords: 

‘meta-’ OR ‘systematic review’ OR ‘scoping’ OR 

‘narrative review’ OR ‘qualitative comparative 

analysis’ OR ‘QCA’ OR ‘scientometric’ OR 

‘synthesis’. 

ØThe results are hand filtered to exclude non-urban, 

non-mitigation and non-review articles.

Methods
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Results
 Case study bias towards large cities and the global North

7%

40%

The current unbalanced focus leaves smaller urban centres 
consistently under-represented in all regions apart from 
North America.



Results

Ø The world regions and city scales with most future 

relevance in terms of total urban population and 

growth dynamics are systematically under-

represented in the literature.



Results

Ø As a result, learning about solutions across a comprehensive set of contexts 

and scales requires major innovations in the synthesis of case study 

knowledge.



Results
a topic map of urban mitigation case studies

Supplementary Table 1: List of topics and their keywords.



Results



Results

Ø Overall, the topic mapping results suggest that prior regional biases in case study coverage are compounded by an 
uneven distribution of topics. 

Ø Only a handful of urban cases in Africa can be found on issues that will likely have great importance in the coming 
decades,In contrast, some mega-cities already have well-developed literatures across a wide range of topics.



Results

three ways to learn from case study evidence-Individual cases

Ø Case studies attract scientists' fair share of epistemological debates.

Ø An example of careful case selection is the 'critical' case. 

Ø When it comes to selecting case study locations, practical 
concerns matter too.

Ø  Conducting case study research as a means to build 
expertise.

Ø Many benefits to be derived from individual cases, 
but also barriers to a wider project of learning. 



Results
three ways to learn from case study evidence-Comparative cases

Supplementary Figure 7: Inter and intra-regional comparative research on urban 
climate mitigation. 



Results
three ways to learn from case study evidence-Reviews and assessments of cases

UCCRN
Ø A good example of the opportunities and challenges of learning from case 

study research.
Ø The case content is brought to the forefront, but is not synthesized across 

topics or locations.

While climate assessments increasingly assess the available literature on 
cities,learning appears limited as a crucial layer of evidence synthesis is missing.



Results
Synthesizing urban typologies and case study evidence

What is urban typologies? 
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Conclusions

Ø Despite many recent commentaries highlighting the manifold challenges(and opportunities) of an urban focus 
in climate mitigation , there has been little reflection on how to generate insights from cases using additional 
layers of mapping, comparison and synthesis.

Ø With computer-assisted methods, including scientometrics and computational linguistics, a comprehensive 
evidence map can be developed,and they substantiate claims of a North versus South bias in cases with a 
comprehensive sample of the literature , while going further to identify patterns of research that favour 
large cities and overworked topics (such as emissions accounting in Asia)

Ø Locating research efforts, stakeholder engagement and policy advocacy in growing cities and developing 
regions will be instrumental to avoiding lock-in and realising compact, low-carbon urban forms that can 
tackle the coming mitigation challenge.

Ø Their  analysis reveals that juxtaposing evidence synthesis with quantitative city typologies can be a 
productive way forward to bring quantitative and qualitative research on cities and climate change 
solutions together.



Thank you for your time!


